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being able to compare and contrast with the previous version
and 2) the environment is replete with examples of the
dynamic environment this paper addresses.
Within this paper, we illustrate the technique of storing
program-dependent variable data in data seVmacro objects.
We will also illustrate the advantages gained by using such an
approach. Some of these advantages include:

ABSTRACT
Two of the arguments for object-oriented programming
are: 1) The distinction between data and the functions that
control data is largely an artificial one, and 2) The real-world
is not static, so neither should the programs that attempt to
manage it be static. While an object-oriented base language
is not available, we can still make use of this object-oriented
philosophy.
Using a limited amount of macro language programming,
we moved a great deal of our programming logic into data
sets. This may seam to be an unnecessary leval of complexity
at first glance, but especially for dynamic applications, the
benefits of this approach will become clear. We use clinical
laboratory reporting in a phannaceutical research environment
as an example. This environment is constantly changing, with
the introduction of new assays, equipment, units and accuracy.
Any program that is entrusted to manage this environment
must be as active as its real-world counlerpart. This paper
explores the data driven programming we used to manage this
dynamic environment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Maintenance of the application is simplified
Tracking of modifications is simplified
Reporting and analysis of parameters is available
No need to modify source code for enhancements
Application enhancement is more tightly controlled
Intemal Consistency verification is possible
The object database facilitates user inquiry/reporting
Objects can be shared with other applications

Flgurel· Data Flow in New Version of the Lab application
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The phannaceutical industry is closely supervised by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA would like to
see all computer applications go through a rigorous validation
protocol. This approach is only practical when applications
reach a final, fixed state. Unfortunately for programmers in the
phannaceutical industry, this environment is one that is
unusually difficult to standardize.
Programs are rarely
developed for more than a few clinical studies, and no two
studies are exactly alike. This creates an environment where
application programmers are constantly programming
'exceptions' into an otherwise standard application.
To address the conflict between regulatory requirements
for validation, and increasing efficiency in development, we
separated the dynamic programming infonnation from the
otherwise fixed infonnation. All of the variable infonnation
extracted was stored in data sets, which are, after all, designed
to manage variable infonnation.
These data sets are
integrated into the application through corresponding macros.
To implement this approach, we separated the application into
logical operations. For each of these logical operations, we
created an object consisting of a macro, and one or more data
sets, that were designed to work together (see figure 1).
We applied this approach to the re-development of an
existing application. This application is generically referred to
as 'The Lab Macros,' and manages all aspects of lab data
analysis and reporting. It does not, however, involve itself with
the data collection or database building process. Using the redevelopment of this application as an example is useful for two
reasons: 1) having the application already programmed allows
us to concentrate on implementing the new approach while
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While Ihe pharmaceutical induslry is most profoundly
effected by the validation requirements imposed by the FDA
that drove Ihe development of this approach, many other
industries may feel similar or identical pressures within their
own environments, and Iherefore may be able to apply the
concepts illustrated here in Iheir own applications.

synonyms of one another.
Comparisons between the
conversion factors of similar units would require the
programmer 10 examine Ihe source code, and produce the
report by hand.
,
To be able to address Ihe problem of various names for
the same test, we have implemenled a 'Iesl-name Ihesaurus,'
(see figure 1.2) which contains simply Ihe 'preferred name' of
the lesl, and a lisl of synonyms thaI have been used in the
past 10 identify thaI test. This gives us the flexibility to allow for
any field name Ihe user chooses, while giving us a facility 10
easily report a complele lisl of assumed equivalent names.
Any names which are new 10 the syslem need only be added
as a synonym 10 a previous name, or added as a new name
itself, although the latter parallels a number of other
modifications Ihat are appropriate to a new assay. This
thesaurus data sel is implemented with Ihe same macro that
is used for the unit Ihesaurus (see figure 1.3). The data sel
and the macro, as a pair, make up Ihe 'Variable Thesaurus'
object, as described above.

ASSAYS AND THEIR UNITS
Assays are Ihe fundamental objects in a laboralory
analysis. They may include anything from the percentage of
whole blood that consists of red cells, to the amount of
nitrogen in the urine, to Ihe presence or absence of antibodies,
and any combination of dozens of other useful analysis
quantities. Each of these assays may be represented in one
of many choices of units appropriate to that test, and each of
Ihese units has a malhematical relationship 10 the other units
in its family.
During Ihe re-development of the Lab Macro system, we
identified Ihree logical processes necessary to identify each
assay and its units. These processes are 1) idenlifying the
preferred assay name, 2) identifying Ihe assay to which the
preferred name refers, and 3) identifying the preferred unit
name. It is inleresting 10 note that the processes we defined
actually mimic the processes that go on in our own minds, if
we were to pertorm this task manually. The first two processes
answer the question 'What variable name is Ihis, and what lest
is it referring to', whereas the last answers the queslion 'Can
these units be represented more simply?'
In the current enVironment, the data is stored in tables
where each assay's results are recorded in its own variable.
After Iransposing this deta, each assay has ils own unique 8character idenlifier--the variable name.
Unfortunalely,
collecting data from more than one testing facility has often
given us more than one 8-characler name for the same lesl
(see figure 1.1). This creates an environment where there may
be more than one name for the same test. These names are
effectively synonyms of one anolher.

Figure 1.2: Object Method, Variable Thesaurus Data set
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Figure 1.3: Object Method, Thesaurus Macro
:fte~~e~;:;!r ~~~;~-, I:~t r~~~!:,~:~~me-, var-name ,drop"'ye!! l ;
proe !lort data""data;
by ,var;
data 'data
lif 'Upea!!e('rename)"'Iupca!!e(,var) 'then (drop"'!!ynonyml;
lel!le (rename-(,v",r-'renllllle !lynonym-,varl l;
error;
merge ,dat",(in-innorm renam_(,var-"ynonyml)
'the!! (keep""'var !lynonym in-inthe!!);

Figure 1.1: Old approach to synonyms
PROC FORMAt;
VALUE $NAME

0",

~t i~~~br!l

onym.. '·;
if !lYl;1onym-': ~en &var-·.';
el!le 1f not 1nthe!! then output
Hf 'upca!le{'dropl-NO 'then
output ,data;
lel!le el!!e output ,dotal

·'HelUOglobin'

error;

doto null;
!let error;
by !lfl>onym:
i f f1r!!t.!lynonym then do:
Hf lupca!le(,drop)"'NO 'then
put '"Warning: The 'var .. !lynonym • i!l unknown.';
hl:!le put ''i'j",rning: All variable!! u,ing the unknown ,vor"
!lynonym. 'will be dropped.'; ;
end;

·'Urine !lodiUlll'
"'Urine sodiUIII'
·'Urine pota!l!liUlll'
·'Urine l?ote.!I.~dum·
"·Pota!l!ll.UlII plasma'
• 'Renin'
·'FT4I'
·'T5H'
·'Urine appearanCe'
·'Urine appearo.nee'

run;

'mend;

Once a variable has been converted to its preferred
In facl, the
name, il makes identification easier.
implementation of the thesaurus allows each assay name to
'inheril' the properties of its preferred name. Idenlification of
a test supplies us with infomnalion aboul the variable (see
figure 1.4). This informalion includes the variable's type;
character or numeric (VARTYPE), and Ihe variable's domain, '.
whether il is a calegorical variable, or continuous variable
(CATEG). II also supplies the tesl's preferred Convenlional
and 81 unils (CONVPREF and 81 respeclively), and finally, its
descriptive label (LABEL).

In the original application each new name was trealed as
a separale lesl, even if it was simply another name for a tesl
thaI has already been defined. AIIhough Ihe application does
nol have any problems processing data Ihat use more Ihan
one 8-ietter identifier for the same lest, Ihe application does fail
to identify and report idenlical tests as being identical. The
identification of idenlical tests is critical when using Ihe data 10
compare across mulliple drugs, sludies, or even patients. In
Ihe pasl, if two studies are to be compared, a programmer
would have 10 edit Ihe slructure of the data sel, according 10
Iheir besl judgement as 10 which lests were or were not
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Figure 1.4: Object Method, Vanable Identification data set

Figure I.S: Object Method, Unit Thesaurus Data set
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As is the case with all 01 the data set objects we created,
this data set intetlaces with the application through a macro
designed lor that purpose (see figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: Object Method, Variable Identification Macro
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The unit thesaurus data set is implemented into the
application through the use 01 the %PREFER macro, the same
macro that was used to implement the variable name
thesaurus. Again, it is interesting to note that because the
processes are largely identical, we are able to use exactly the
same programming code to implement these two different
processes. We would equate this with the concept of two
different instances 01 the same object--same logical process,
different data.

'macro varid(type"'J;
'if lupeIl.5&(hub"tr(htr(£type
Uet t~"l:

tiNIT

.

Ilet n.qht=numen.c;
Ilet wrong--character;

lend;

data di:!cvar contvar nonorm;
merge r~~~!;id1~~!f~id);

~t in::~,,;

if not inid then put ' ..... nUle;

CONVERSION FACTORS

•
else do;

The ability to convert a lab test's value to a different set 01
units was one 01 the most complex and most difficult to
maintain leatures 01 the original version 01 the Lab Macros.
Each test had its own set 01 valid "Original" units and
"destination" units, with the appropriate conversion lactor lor
each, and because these units were needed lor various
sections 01 the application, the conversion routines were olten
repeated In different locations throughout the code.
In our Implementation, we separated the unit oonversions
into two groups: 1) those that depended on the actual test
being oonverted, and 2) those that were independent of the
test being converted. An example 01 the lirst type is oonverting
mmoVmL to giL, where the number 01 grams depends on the
molecular weight 01 the substance being measured. An
example 01 the seoond type is converting Irom mgldL to giL,
lor which a lixed conversion lactor can be identilied lor any
substance, namely 0.01.
These two oonversion types are stored in two separate
databases (see figures 2.2 and 2.3). Once the oonversion
inlormation is stored in data sets, the programming that is
required to petlorm the oonversion lrom any given set 01 units
to any other set is reduced to a lew dozen lines (see ligure
2.4). This Is in sharp oontrast to the 2,546 lines 01 code
required lor unit oonversion in the old system (example 2.1
presents only the unit conversion lor white blood cell count,
and only to 51 units).
In the interest of database integrity, the two oonversion
tables are actually generated Irom a master table 01
oonversion lactors in one direction. This master table is then
separated Into the two tables above, and each observation
oonversion lactor is reversed, so that units can be oonverted
in both directions (observations 8 and 9 in Figure 2.3 are
generated by a single observation in the master table).
Although the master oonversion lactor database is not an
integral part 01 the lab application, we relerence it to illustrate
the level 01 oontrol that can be gained by maintaining
application inlormation in data sets.

if vartype-&type and fir5t.n4lll8 then
put ''Warning: The ,wrong variable .. no.mEi
''was expected to be 'right .. " I

The variable will be ignored.';

origval-vlI.lue:

odgunit-unit;

if catsg then output di"cvar;
else
if ulim". or Him",. then
output nonorlll;
el!l6 output contVQ[i
end;
'numobs ( nonorm);
'if 'nUlll obs > 0 \then 'do;
proc sort data .. nonorJrI.;
by 'key;
proc freq data- nonOrlll;
by 'key;
table" neme/out= nonorm noprint:
data null;
set nonorm;
put "'key=" 'key ': ha!l no normal range for the
'continuou!I variable ' no.me '.
, count 'records will be deleted.';
run;

'end;
'lI1end;

Just as there are a number 01 names given to each assay,
there are also a number 01 synonyms lor each unit assigned
to a particular test. For example, mmol/~L is synonymous in
meaning to moVmL and mmoVmm'.
For simplicity In
oonversion lactors and clinical significance checking (shown
below), we have also implemented a "unit thesaurus" (see
figure 1.6) which will map any 01 an assortment 01 units to their
"prelerred" equivalent. In our implementation, we use 51 units
(5yst~me International d'Unit~s) as a standard, but any
oonvention is possible.
As we Iound with the synonyms in the variable names, the
old version 01 the program makes no effort to distinguish
between various names lor the same units. The synonyms lor
units were only addressed at the point that the conversions
were made (see lines 2-5 in ligure 2.1, and lines 4 and 5 in
Figure 3.1).
In the new version 01 the program, we also implemented
a unit thesaurus which contained a list 01 the synonyms lor any
given unit that has been encountered in the past.
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Figure 2.1: Old approach to Unit conversion

.~~l'J¥f!~:J1f,jWUL' I I
I

place, and will automatically be propagated throughout the
application. Any additions to the conversion factor database
can be made in the data sets, requiring no modification of the
applicaflon code, which, more importantly, keeps the
application from having to be re-validated. Furthenmore, for
those conversion factors that are independent of the tests that
they convert, the applicaflon has a certain "learning" ability
regarding these conversion factors; i.e., once the application
has been trained to convert between two units on one test, it
will be able to apply the same rule to any other test that

UPC1ISE(UNIT) -'XI0E3/MM'
THEN DO;

1 ) ;LLIM-ROUNO(l"LLIM•. l );
COL (K) -ROUND (1" COL (K) •. 1 );

~~

IF (UPCJl.SE{UNIT)-'/MMJ· I
UPC1ISE (UNIT)-' XI0E6/L') THEN 00:
UNIT""lUOE!UL' ;

ULIM-ROUND(O.OOl"ULIM,.l ) ;LLIM-ROUNO(O. 001"'LLIM•• 1 l;

DOI~=lJ~(~f;.

requires the same conversion.

COL(K]-ROUNO(O.OOl· COL(K),.l l;

THEN

END,

END,
ELSE IF {UPCASE(UNIT)-'/UL'} THEN 00;
UNIT ... ·XI0E9/L· ;

END,

Figure 2.4: Object Method, Unit Conversion macro

ULIM-ROUND(O. 00l·ULIM,.1 ) ;LLIM-ROUND{O. 001"'LLIM,.1 l;
00 K-l TO 32.
IF COLUC». THEN
COL{K)-ROUND(O.OOl'" CO:'(K) •. l l;
END,

\!9.CRO CONVERT (data-, tozSI,convertEVlI.lue. u"ethell""Ye"j:
proc "ort data-'datll.;
by unit ,to name;

IF UNIT"-'X10£9/L' THEN DO;

ERRMSG1-1 ;

END,

da~:r~~ai~at!n~~~d~~~factor) ;

LINK ERmSG;

lab".depconv(in-inconv rename'"'(from""1Jnit to-&to) 1;

by unit ,to name;

END,
IF

i1 indll.ta;
if not inconv then output. indconv;
ebe do;
'do i-l tto 'wordcnt ('convert);
'"can(&convert, &i)"'"clI.n(&convert., &i)· factor;
lend;
unit-&to;
output ,date.;
end;

NAME -'FE' THEN 00;

Figure 2.2: Object Method, Parameter-Dependent Conversions

run;

Het eindcnv-O;

labs. depeonv

OBS

NlIME

1
2
3

MCHC

•5
,,
8
9

FSH

MC!I
HCR

UCREAT
ALHUM

HEMO
HEMO

MCHC

FACTOR
1.00
0.62
0.02
15.87
B.84
1. 00

0.10
0.62
0.62

data indconv eindcnv;
merge indeonv(in-indata)
lab.s.indconv(in=inconv rename""(from""llnit to'C&toj J;

FROM

TO

i

U/L
lIImol/L
pg

=01
fmol
g/day
g/dL
g/dL
g/dL
g/dL

~t ~;t!~O;

if unit ne ,to then do;I"'conv. nece.:"ary (different unit,,)"'/

if not inconv then do; ''''no conver"ion i:!l defined, error"'/
call lIYJfI.put (. eindcnv·. '1 ') ;
output eindcnv;

~ol/day
g.

end;

~l/L

el"e do;
I" conversion i" defined, u.se it. "I
'do i-1 'to tworocnt.{&convertj;
'"ean ('convert, &i) """can ('convert, &i)· factor;
lend;
unit-&to;
output indconv;

mm01/L

end:

end;
e1"e output.

run;

Figure 2.3: Object Method,Parameter-lndependent Conversions
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"

15
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FACTOR

0:010
1. 000
10.000
0.001
1000.000
1. 000
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1.000
1000.000
1000.000
1000.000

FROM

i

••
""01
fmol
fL

g/dL
g/dL
g/dL
g/dL
q/dL
./mL

conver~lion

nece,,!llI.ry, "ame unit"l

lif , eindcnv 'then 'do;

[;gle;r~i~:~£~",~~~c'~;p:rint

lab". indconv
08S

indconv: I+no

out._ eindcn2;

data null;
"et. eindcn2 end-eof;
put ~~~r~?;r i~: ~;~:gi!qe~~n'f!;;i~~~~n: =t'to
• record".'.
i f eof then put
The te"t" will be ignored.';
run;
lend.;

TO

g./dL

~,

data ,d.ata;
"et 'data (ciropfactorJ
run;

,,",1
L

•
g.

giL

indconv (d.ropfactorJ;

lMEND;

mg/dL

;n

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE GUIDELINES
At Parke-Davis, as is probably the case at many
phanmaceutlcal research organizations, the study authors,
reviewers, and medical writers have a list of assay results that
are of particular interest. These conditions are identified as
being "clinically significant." Examples of clinical significance
guidelines include: "any value of creatinine clearance that
represents a 20% increase over baseline," or "any value of
urine sodium which is 30% below nonmal values."
In the original system, this task was achieved by a series
of conditional DO; END; blocks. These blocks included any
unit conversions that had been necessary in the past, although
these unit conversions are done independently of the unit
conversion code that occurs earlier in the application
(discussed In section 2).

The converSion factor database is where the objectoriented code really begins to demonstrate its effectiveness.
Whereas the original application had various conversion
factors repeated numerous times across many sections of the
application, and dozens of separate assays, the new
application records each conversion factor only once, in the
CONVERT data set. The generated data sets INDCONV and
DEPCONV are implemented through the %CONVERT macro.
Any time a user needs to convert from one set of units to
another, even outside the Lab application, they may make use
of the CONVERT object that the data sets and the macro
create.
The advantages to this implementation are extensive.
Any corrections to a particular factor can be made in one
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FIgure 3.1: Old Approach to Tosting For Clinical Significance

Figure 3.3: Object Approach. Clinical Significance Calculation
1macro

iF

NAME ·'GLUe • THEN
00,
SEt-1;
IF ( COL(K»UO+(.05551+(UPCASE(UNIT)"'MMOL/L')

+ (UPCASE{UNIT)-'HG/DL 'J )
• • <INITIAL< COLU()
THEN

. _--------------------------------------------------------_
.
C1iniea1
data :set lnu:st be added in advance,
:si9!lifie~nee

PCOL(K)-'" ';

incdec-O;/"intere~t

IF

END,

NNiE

~

'UlI.

THEN

becaU:S8 ba:se1ine va1ue:s and wbc value" lIl.U"t be retained
obtained u"ing a different by :statement;

PCOL(Kj-'--':

. _--------------------------------------------------------_ .

in !:Iignificant increa:5e and decrea!!e+/

data 'data:
merge f~b;~dti~~(r~!inclin);

• THEN

00,

SEi'?~

COL(}(") -INITIAL>3+ (59.48· (UPCASE (t.'NIT1-'UMOL/L'
UFCASE (UNITj-'HCMOL/L') + (UFCASE (UNIT)-'MG/DL' ) )
.. ULIH< COL(K» THEN PCQLpq-'++:;
incdec~l; j" intere~t in 5ignl.fl.cant lDCrell.39 t-/

;

~t ~~:ia;

I

proe :sort data-'data:
by 'key ,datetilll.e;

END,
IF

~:r:~tm~;~~;~:t ;ptno,

proe :sort d~ta-'dat~:
by naJll.e;

IF ( COL(l<l<60· (.05551"CUPCASE(UNIT1-'MMOL!L')+
(UPC1'.SE (UNIT) ·'MG!DL') »

clinimp(d~t~-labdat,va1ue-va1ue,

da;:tw~~~;~re~~:k;;n:d:~!~ii~e~~~~) ~ame);

NAME - ' TPROT ' THEN

if na:ne-'WSC';

lnumob:s (wbc);
1if 'num ob:s > 0 \then 1do;
ct.ta 'data;
merqe ,data wbc;
by 'key ,datetilll.e;
lend;
'e1:se 'put ERROR: No WBC ob:servatiOn!! were found. Clinical
:S1gnificance tests may be inaccurate for EOS and nos;

Putting the tests for clinical significance into a separate
data set proved one of the more ambiguous cases we faced in
this project. While we could certainly put all the values,
operators, oomparisons, and variables into variables in a table
which, in tum, could be assembled into conditional
expressions by the macro generator, we would not gain much,
if anything, in simplicity. There was, however, enough
redundancy to try to move some of the evaluation expressions
into data sets. The compromise we came to was to develop a
set of conditional expressions, which we could refer to by
number (the TYPE variable). These expressions would be
implemented In the macro code, while the actual numeric
comparison values would be stored in a data set (figure 3.2).

proc "ort data-,data;
by ,key name ,datetime;
,data (drop-wbc initial type pl-p3);
15et 'data:
by 'key name;
retain initial;
if fir15t. nUle then do;
initial"'Va1ue;
end;
if type ne • then :select (type);

d~ta

Wh~~i~~P'"' (,value> pl"):IIax(initial,ulim»;
wh~~i~t;"P"'!li ('value-initial)"
(a~('Va1ue-initial) > 1?1 and
not (11im < 'value < ull.m»;

wh~~i~~P'" «(,value-initial) > pI and
Wh~~i~UtP--l" (. < ('valUe-initial) <
wh~~~P"*15ign('Va1ue-initia1)

Figure 3.2: Object Method, Clinical Significance Test Data Set

(~~i (~frtiu~/~~;it:1~ -~l~) f~ and
when (6)
cliniInp-15i9'n ('value-initial)
«iru.tia1 > pI and
lIr.2 < ,value/initial < p.2) or

lob!!. clinimp
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""OS

2

,
3

S

,,6

9
10

AI(

ALBUM

_PH
ALT
AST
BILl
BUN
CA

CL

TYPE

,
,
S

1
1
1
1
1

2
2

P1

0,05
40.00
-1.00
1..25
3.00
3.00
1..25
1..25
.2.00
5.00

P2

.., "
"
O.S

,value> u1im);
pl);

INTEREST
1

0
-1

(~~ai~:h~iria!ng
Wh~~i~I!P- (,value> pI and

1

1
1
1
1
0
0

p3»:

,value> u1im)
{,value < p.2);
when (8)
c1inimp- t'va1ue/wbc > pI and
,value> p.2) ;
when (9)
clinlmp'" (,value> pl and ,value"wbc > p.2);
otherwise put 'Warning: No clinical sign1fic~nce logical
'expre"15ion found for type' type;
end; I"~e+ect"/
ebe c11nllD.p-0;
'mend;

In our implementation, we simplified the clinical
significance guidelines into nine "conditional functions" (see
SELECT statement at the bottom half of figure 3.3). Each of
these functions may employ between one and three bounds of
comparison (P1-P3). It is these bounding values, as well as
the assay itself, which we store in the database, with one
record representing one clinical significance check.
The improvement that this approach holds over the
original program is largely a result of the unit conversion and
thesaurus objects. All unit conversions are done by this single
object, and use the standard table we developed. Therefore,
any changes and enhancements made to the conversions
there will be echoed in the clinical significance tests.
Unlike the implementations of the other objects above, the
implementation of clinical significance tests does not exclude
modification of the source code. A situation may arise where
none of the nine types of comparisons currenHy defined are
appropriate for a newly created definition of clinically
significant. Fortunately, this is of marginal concern, as clinical
significance definitions rarely change, and, of the 30 tests
currently defined, type 1 and type 2 (%increase and %change
respectively) combine to address 66% of the definitions.

CONCLUSION:
Because the environment in which our applications are to
survive is constantly changing, we must develop applications
that can adapt to these changes. Although it is unrealistic to
try to anticipate every possible event, we can develop our
applications in a way that minimizes the amount of effort it
In the application
takes to "update" the application.
environment, one approach is to remove all of the theoretically
changeable values, and store them in data sets. Wherever the
programmer codes a fixed value, either character or numeric,
it should be examined with suspicion: "Is this value a universal
constant, unchanging across the depths of space and time,"
or, more likely, is it a value that might be more appropriately
stored in a database to be easily reported, documented,
updated, and tracked.
The extraction of this information from the application,
stoling nin data sets, and creating the macros that would allow
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these data sets to interact with the application, created logical
objects. These objects had many of the properties that an
object in an object-oriented programming language may have.
Although it may not have some of the more technical features
of a true object, we do find the spirit of object-oriented
programming in each of the modules. Features such as reusability and data integrity are clearly visible in our objects.
Besides the features of the objects themselves, the
implementation of the object approach greatly simplified each
task involved in the processing of clinical laboratory data. In
every case, the number of lines of programming dropped
considerably when implementing the object approach (see
Figure 4). Furthermore, in all but one case, the amount of
code and data in the objects combined was less than number
of lines of source code that was required by the old system to
accomplish the same task. In fact, the objects developed for
the new application are generally equipped with greater
functionality than their non-Object counterparts, despite their
smaller size. Although the number of lines of code is not an
accurate measure of the quality of an application, an average
code reduclion of 94% goes a long way toward the goal of
"keeping it simple."
By analogy, one could think of an application as a dataprocessing machine, and these objects seen as the controls of
this "machine." These controls can modify the operation of
the application by changing or adding data to the data sets that
make up these controls. By taking the time to build these
controls into the application, we can make common
modifications to the machine without having to re-build it.
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Figure 4: Comparison of complexity of Old System VS. Object-Oriented Approach
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